Abstract-Optical fibers can be tapered in order to change their light coupling or light propagation properties. The evanescent wave can interact with environmental perturbations surrounding the waist region thus affecting the light propagation. This allows the waist region to be employed as an effective sensing region. This work is focused on a new fiber taper structure referred to as asymmetric fiber taper for temperature sensing application. Asymmetric tapered fiber is fabricated with different down-taper and up-taper lengths. By subjecting the sensor to temperature variation, wavelength shifts corresponding to different temperature can be observed. Comparison with symmetric taper sensor, asymmetric exhibits better sensitivity making it a feasible choice for this application. The best sensitivity is obtained from taper profile 2-15-8 which is 0.2395nm/ 0 C.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber optics refers to the technology of transmitting light down thin strands of highly transparent optical fibers, usually glass but sometimes plastic. Fiber optics is used in communications, lighting, medicine, optical inspection and sensing as well. Compared to traditional electrical-based sensor fiber optic sensors provide qualities such as high sensitivity, invulnerability to electromagnetic interference as well as passive and simple fabrication methods. By modifying the surface or structure of a fiber, it can be made sensitive to external environments.
Nowadays, there are varieties of fiber optic used as sensors e.g. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG), Long Period Grating (LPGs), cladding removed fiber, fiber tips and side-polish fibers (D-type fibers) as in [1] . They are intrinsic devices that allow control over the properties of the light propagation within the fiber optic. Intrinsic optical sensors use the optical fiber itself as the sensing element. The most commonly used and broadly deployed optical sensing methods are detection of refractive index variation and strain changes.
The thermo-optic coefficient (δn/δT) of silicon was measured at 1550nm in wide temperature range from 5K to 300K. Then at high resolution setup a thermo-coefficient as low as 10-8 K-1 AT 5K as in [2] .
In recent years, quite a number of studies related to fiber optic tapers have been proposed as in [3] [7] . Sensors based on tapered optical fibers have been intensively used for temperature, strains and biomedical applications due to its simplicity and high sensitivity as in [4] . Compared with other fiber optic sensors, e.g. FBG, cladding removed fiber and fiber tips, tapered fiber has a simpler fabrication method. Common parameter like refractive index (RI) can be effectively measured by tapered fiber sensors.
These advantages open up doors for many other applications that make use of tapered optical fiber. Consequently, this has led to tapered fibers becoming a popular sensor of choice for practical study.
A temperature sensor is demonstrated based on four different techniques namely intensity modulated fiber optic displacement sensor (FODS), lifetime measurements, microfiber loop resonator (MLR) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [5] . The first sensor is based on a rugged, low cost and very efficient FODS utilizing a plastic optical fiber (POF)-based coupler as a probe and a linear thermal expansion of aluminum. The second temperature sensor, which is based on fluorescence decay time in Erbium-doped silica fiber, has the advantage of incorporating a time based encoding system, which is less sensitive to system losses such as those associated with optical cables and connectors. The MLR is formed by coiling a microfiber, which was obtained by heating and stretching a piece of standard silica single-mode fiber (SMF). The MLR is embedded in a low refractive index material for use in temperature measurement. The MLR-based temperature sensor has a low loss splicing with a standard SMF.
Asymmetric fiber taper has been a new discovery for sensing applications [6] . They demonstrated an optical fiber magnetic field sensor based on a core-cladding-mode interferometer (CCMI) incorporating magnetic fluid. The results show that the sensor has sensitivity of ~162.06 pm/mT in magnetic field range 0-21.4mT [6] .
Here we proposed an investigation on asymmetric tapered fiber for temperature sensing purposes. Asymmetric tapered fiber possesses better sensitivity in this particular application in comparison with uniform tapered fiber. Large evanescent field produced by micron-range diameter of tapered fiber enhances the field strength for temperature sensing. This makes asymmetric tapered fiber as suitable materials for temperature sensor.
II. PRINCIPLE
A tapered optical fiber sensor (TOFS) is an excellent candidate for sensing applications as in [7] . The term 'tapering' in this report refers to the reducing core diameter. Resultantly, the overall diameter of the fiber at the tapered region is less than the original core diameter. Tapering can excite the evanescent field and increase its magnitude and penetration depth. The penetration depth, p d gives an indication to the distance to which the evanescent field extends beyond the core-cladding interface as in [8] .
Thus, from the core-cladding interface, evanescent field can describe as in (1):
where x is distance away from the fiber core, starting x = 0 at core-cladding interface. Then, E Ο is the magnitude of the evanescent field at the interface while p d is penetration depth.
The penetration depth is given by (2): In tapered fiber, the angle of incident light at core-cladding interface is the parameter that has been varied to get different penetration depth. Tapered fiber in general shows the condition in which more abrupt downtaper geometry gives less angle of incident light. Therefore , from (2) to increase penetration depth, the angle of incident light should be lower.
Analyses located on the surface within the depth of evanescent field (2) are sensing targets [8] . The interaction between evanescent field and the surrounding condition makes this fiber works as a sensor. The tapered fiber ensures the optical output of the fiber measure of the changes in magnitude of the evanescent field. Since the tapered fiber is fabricated with the technique of mixing core and cladding of the optical fiber, the difference in core size leads to evanescent field interact with surroundings.
Core and cladding usually have different refractive index. There are two components of optical field in a fiber. The main guided mode is defined in the core and the exponentially decaying portion in cladding is known as evanescent field as in [7] .
Normally, tapered fiber is made by pulling the optical fiber while the middle section is heated to reduce the diameter of fiber. This results in tapered optical fiber having three parts. The transition regions are known as up-taper region and downtaper region as in [9] . Then the third region is the taper waist, which has a small and uniform diameter as in Fig. 1 below.
As shown in Fig. 1 , down-taper region is where the diameter of core and cladding eventually decrease. While in up-taper region, both the diameter core and cladding eventually increase. At the end of the conical transition regions are untapered fibers. Tapered fiber with similar downtaper and up-taper lengths is referred to as symmetrical taper while an asymmetric taper has different down-taper and up-taper lengths, which basically introduces different angle of transitions at the two regions [6] . Fig. 3 depicts the transmission sp fiber taper and an untapered fib the OSA. The untapered fiber amplified spontaneous emission which is expected as only the f propagates within the fiber. Th represents the spectrum of a taper profile of 5-15-5 mm (5mm do waist taper length and 5 mm upexhibits fringes attributed to b interferences and destructive in ered fiber GY abrication of both ber taper. After ere spliced to each tail was connected is (OSA) and the us emission (ASE) ibers were inserted easurements of the and analysed at 0°C, 90°C, 100°C, ly. Results were age of multiple variation ectra of a uniform ber obtained using showed a typical (ASE) spectrum fundamental mode he blue spectrum ed fiber with taper wn-taper, 15 mm -taper region) that both constructive nterferences when light modes excited and intera through the tapered region. 
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The variation of temperatu wavelength being shifted eith left. In theory, increment of te the fringes to shift to the left initial reference peak which is temperature is set to 50 ºC as Fig.4 show spectrum output taper was placed in oven for t step. The wavelength shifts t temperature is increased from negative wavelength shift o negative thermo-optic coeff cladding.
Shifting of wavelength transverse modes have differ power in the evanescent field. modes interact with differe surrounding medium. Additi absorbed molecules gives d transverse modes, resulting in wavelength and spectral shifts The wavelength shift vs. temp in Fig. 5 . The uniform fiber taper 5-15-5 mm with waist diameter 1 his experiment sample for uniform curve exhibits a linear decrease a increases, with a maximum wav of about 5 nm from the initial peak wavelength shift for 60 °C tem different trend (right shift), which to error in the oven operation, as t be observed at the same temperatu in this experimental work. The device, which is determined from the curve in Fig.5 , is found to be 0 For asymmetric tapered fib were investigated in this expe 15-8 mm and 8-15-2 with sam 10 µm. In this experiment, profile is again chosen to pro and simpler measurement meth transition regions for taper p chosen as such in order to ma length as the uniform taper 25mm. Fig.6 show the spectral ou light is injected from different to observe the spectral output taper profile. As observed in F spectra for both tapers are diff peaks wavelength. The spe similar extinction ratio.
From Fig.6 , the FSR for 8-1 4.57 nm while 2-15-8 is 4. minimal difference. This could more abrupt downtaper geom transition region and exit from larger taper angle compare to 8 Fig.7 and Fig.8 show res obtained from transmissio temperature variation for asy profile. Fiber was tapered to a w and then placed under variatio linear graphs shown the spectra the light is injected from differe
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In Fig.7 , the light was inje transition region and exit from The results exhibited some wavelength shift but sufficie ber, two taper profiles eriment. They are 2-me waist diameter of non-adiabatic taper vide fair comparison hod. The length of the rofile 2-15-8 mm is aintain the same total in Fig.3 , which is utput measured as the side. The idea here is t for different down- Fig.4 the transmission ferent in terms of the ctra exhibit largely 15-2 is approximately 77 nm, which is a be contributed by the metry which is 2mm m 8mm uptaper has -15-2. linear decrement with higher tem study on temperature sensitivity, gradient of the sensor is 0.1605 nm in Fig.8 , the 2 mm side is now downtaper. The wavelength shift compared to Fig.7 and resulted 0.2395 nm/°C.
The sensitivity of 2-15-8 tap higher than the sensitivity observe This could be contributed by downtaper geometry of 2-15-8 ta the excitation of higher order interaction between the lights. 
